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Abstract—We present a simple unifying model that can be

used to analyze, within a single framework, different dynamic

regimes of shear deformation of brittle, plastic, and granular

materials. The basic dynamic regimes seen in the response of both

solids and granular materials to slowly increasing loading are scale-

invariant behavior with power law statistics, quasi-periodicity of

system size events, and persisting long term mode switching

between the former two types of response. The model provides

universal analytical mean field results on the statistics of failure

events in the different regimes and distributed versus localized

spatial responses. The results are summarized in a phase diagram

spanned by three tuning parameters: dynamic strength change

(weakening, neutral or strengthening) during slip events, dissipa-

tion of stress transfer (related to the void fraction in granular

materials and damaged solids), and the ratio of shear rate over

healing rate controlling the regaining of cohesion following failures

in brittle solids. The mean field scaling predictions agree with

experimental, numerical, and observational data on deformation

avalanches of solids, granular materials, and earthquake faults. The

model provides additional predictions that should be tested with

future observation and simulation data.

Key words: irreversible deformation, damaged rocks, solid

mechanics, granular mechanics, phase transitions, brittle defor-

mation, plastic deformation.

1. Introduction

In the last 20 years considerable progress has

been made in studies of disordered materials and their

jerky avalanche-like response to a slowly changing

driving force (e.g., TURCOTTE, 1997; SETHNA et al.,

2001; ZAISER, 2006; AVALA et al., 2006; DAHMEN and

BEN-ZION, 2009). Example applications include

deformation of crystals and lab-size materials,

crackling noise in magnetic systems, and seismicity

in the crust of the Earth. Traditional approaches can

be divided broadly into continuum and discrete

models, and the choice of using one versus the other

is typically made based on the scale and topic of

interest (e.g., BEN-ZION, 2008). However, recent lab

experiments of nominally smooth plastic deformation

reveal step-like stress–strain curves (with power law-

distributed step sizes) and the formation of localized

slip-bands on the sample surface (e.g., ZAISER, 2006).

This closely resembles the long length scale behavior

of the deformation of brittle solids and sheared

granular materials in the solid phase (e.g., LYAKHOV-

SKY et al., 2001; LIU and NAGEL, 2001; AHARONOV and

SPARKS, 2004).

The brittle upper crust contains, in general, a

mixture of damaged rocks and granular materials,

with various distributions of cracks and particles that

change rapidly in close spatio-temporal proximity to

the occurrence of brittle instabilities. Motivated by

diverse multi-scale lab and field observations, and

various theoretical results from different frameworks,

BEN-ZION (2008) suggested that crustal materials near

active faults undergo repeating two-way phase tran-

sitions between solid and granular states of rocks (or

mathematically continuum-discrete transitions).

Multiple episodes of brittle deformation associated

with earthquakes lead to material evolution from a

competent solid through damaged rock to granular

material, while material healing in the interseismic

periods produces evolution in the opposite direction

(BEN-ZION, 2008, Section 7).

Many models have been developed to study the

response of materials under shear loading, with

applications on scales ranging from sub-microns

(dislocation dynamics) to hundreds of kilometers

(earthquake fault dynamics). Dislocation-based (e.g.,

WEERTMAN, 1996; ZAISER, 2006; CSIKOR et. al., 2007)
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and Shear Transformation Zone or STZ (e.g., SPAEPEN,

1977; BULATOV and ARGON, 1994; FALK and LANGER,

1998) models are based on atomistic frameworks and

can describe plastic deformation, but they do not

account for internal surfaces (cracks), evolving elastic

moduli and other features of brittle deformation.

Damage rheology models address the evolution of

elastic moduli and related aspects of deformation (e.g.,

KACHANOV, 1986; ASHBY and SAMMIS, 1990; LYAKHOV-

SKY and BEN-ZION, 2008), but they do not account for

granular mechanics. Models of granular mechanics

(e.g., JAEGER et al., 1996; AHARONOV AND SPARKS, 1999;

LIU and NAGEL, 2001; RECHENMACHER et al., 2010) can

explain transitions in the behavior of granular material

under different conditions, but they do not account for

plastic, damage, and other aspects of solid deforma-

tion. Developing a bridge between solid and granular

modes of deformation and material phases can provide

a powerful unifying framework for many theoretical

and observational results concerned with large irre-

versible deformation.

In the present paper we propose a simple unifying

framework for analysis of brittle, plastic, and granular

deformations, and the transitions between continuum

and discrete phases of materials. The analysis builds

on analytical results obtained with mean field theory

(MFT) for three variants of the Ben-Zion and Rice

(BZR) model, developed originally to study earth-

quake dynamics (BEN-ZION and RICE, 1993; FISHER

et al., 1997; DAHMEN et al., 1998) and extended

recently to study dislocation slips in sheared crystals

(DAHMEN et al., 2009) and slip avalanches in sheared

granular media (DAHMEN et al., 2011). The striking

similarities in observations associated with slip ava-

lanches in different systems (e.g., TURCOTTE, 1997;

ZAISER, 2006) are reflected by similarities in the

assumptions and predictions of the three variants of

the BZR model. Even though these model variants

describe different physical systems, their analytical

mean field analyses are closely related. Based on the

connections between the various model versions,

predicted analytical results, observations, and numerical

simulations, we propose a unified picture of avalanche

dynamics in these different systems.

Our analyses of slip avalanches in solid and

granular materials share the following assumptions.

(1) The measured slip avalanche statistics reflect the

steady state dynamics of the system. This is a com-

mon assumption used in most experiments,

observations and models. (2) The slip avalanches are

statistically uniformly distributed, either in the bulk

or along a fault plane. This assumption is made in

many other models as well. (3) The boundaries are

loaded slowly either by increasing shear stress or

motion with a small fixed velocity. This is true in

various experiments and is also true for earthquake

systems driven by slow tectonic loading. (4) As the

system is slowly sheared, weak spots fail, and stress

is transferred through long range elastic interactions,

leading to failure avalanches. This is seen in the

experiments and observations that we are modeling.

(5) The interactions are sufficiently long range

(1/distance3) so that MFT yields the correct scaling

behavior on long scales in the physical dimension. In

MFT the physical interactions are replaced by infinite

range interactions, and the equations can usually be

solved analytically, yielding exact analytic scaling

predictions on long length scales. This assumption is

supported by renormalization group calculations and

by numerical simulations which show that the scaling

behaviors are the same in MFT and in systems with

full 3D elastic stress transfer functions (FISHER et al.,

1997; DAHMEN et al., 1998, 2009; BEN-ZION et al.,

2003; MEHTA et al., 2006).

The model is reviewed briefly in the next section

with an emphasis on three basic ingredients that

serve as tuning parameters of the dynamics: (1) a

strength-change parameter e during failure (or slip)

episodes, (2) effective porosity (1 - cv) with

v being a grain volume fraction controlling the

conservation of elastic stress transfer during failure

episodes, and (3) a ratio Q between the shear rate

and healing rate of brittle solids that governs the

amount of cohesion along surfaces (cracks) in con-

tact. Building on key previous and new analytical

results we construct a phase diagram for different

dynamic regimes of deformation in solid and gran-

ular media. The phase diagram is accompanied by

comparisons (Table 1) between analytical scaling

exponents predicted by the model for statistics of

slip avalanches in different systems, available

observational results, and simulations. The results

indicate overall agreement (within error bars)

between MFT predictions, experiments and
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simulations with granular materials, experiments and

simulations in solids sustaining plastic deformation

and brittle damage, and observations associated with

seismicity in the Earth crust. Additional analytical

model predictions should be tested with future

observational and simulation results.

2. Model

The employed model provides a simple repre-

sentation for systems with heterogeneities, evolving

threshold dynamics and long range interaction. The

model is simple enough to be amenable to analytical

understanding, yet sufficiently realistic to produce a

diverse set of deformation phenomena consistent with

observations (BEN-ZION, 2008, Section 5.2, and ref-

erences therein). Here we only review the basic

equations, key parameters and key dynamic regimes

of the model. More detailed descriptions can be found

in the references listed below in the context of the

various discussed topics.

We assume that permanent shear deformation in a

3D material (Fig. 1) is governed by

gouðr; tÞ=ot ¼ F þ rintðr; tÞ � fR½u; r; fuðr; t0\tÞg�;
ð1Þ

where g is an effective viscosity, u(r, t) is the

cumulative slip in the shear direction at point r, F

is the remotely applied shear stress, and

fR[u, r, {(u(r, t0\ t)}] is a local pinning stress that

can vary randomly from place to place. The term

Table 1

Comparisons between analytical model predictions based on mean field theory, laboratory experiments, earthquake observations, and

simulations for various systems

Question marks (?) denote experimental data needed to further test the predicted results. Additional MFT predictions not yet tested in

experiments are 1/r0 = 1/r00 = 2, t0z = t00z = 1 (see text). The results in the shaded region are explained in more detail in DAHMEN et al.,

2011. PL, Power law; CE, Characteristic earthquake/event; QP, Quasi-periodicity. The numbers in the square brackets denote the following

references: 1, DANIELS et al. (2005); 2, HAYMAN et al. (2010); 3, JAEGER et al. (1996); 4, ZHANG et al. (2010) ; 5, YU et al. (2009) ; 6, PETRI et al.

(2008) ; 7, BALDASSARI et al. (2006); 8, HARTLEY (2004); 9, AHARONOV AND SPARK (2002) ; 10, AHARONOV and SPARK (2004); 11, Richeton et al.

(2005); 12, DIMIDUK et al. (2006); 13, Miguel and Sapperi (2006); 14, ZAISER (2006); 15, BEN-ZION (2008); 16, MEHTA et al. (2006); 17,

Lyakhovsky (2001); 18, BEN-ZION et al. (1999); 19, BEN-ZION and LYAKHOVSKY (2006); 20, KUNTZ and SETHNA (2000)
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rint(r, t) accounts for stress produced by prior slips in

the medium since time t = 0 and is given by

rintðr;tÞ¼
Z t

0

dt0
Z

ddr0Jðr�r0;t� t0Þ uðr0; t0Þ�uðr;tÞ½ �;

ð2Þ

where the exponent d denotes the dimension of the

system and J is the stress transfer function. Equation 1

provides a general description of particle motion in a

medium with distributed rather than concentrated mass

(e.g., FISHER, 1998; BEN-ZION, 2008). In numerical

simulations the employed J is based on the solution for

dislocations in a 3D elastic half-space (CHINNERY,

1963; BEN-ZION and RICE, 1993), while in derivations

of the discussed analytical results a mean field version

with a constant average stress transfer is used (FISHER

et al., 1997; DAHMEN and BEN-ZION, 2009).

A discrete version of the model is obtained by

considering a coarse grained three-dimensional cubic

lattice of linear dimension L with N = L3 sites. When

the boundaries move with a small fixed velocity V, the

MFT local stress si at point i in the bulk and time t is

given (e.g., DAHMEN et al., 1998; MEHTA et al., 2006) by

si ¼ J=N
X

m

ðum � uiÞ þ KLðVt � uiÞ; ð3Þ

where um is the total local slip at site m, J is the

infinite range mean field elastic coupling strength,

and KL is the weak stiffness of the bulk that couples

each site to the remote moving boundary, i.e.,

F = KL(Vt - ui) with KL * J/L and small boundary

velocity V. Increasing shear stress in the system can

lead to sudden failure avalanche events followed by

material re-healing. We consider two types of

boundary conditions: a slowly increasing shear stress

F or a small constant tangential velocity V (Fig. 1).

The results presented in this paper (Sect. 3) are

obtained using the discrete version of the model.

Each site i fails when the local stress reaches a

failure threshold, which can be static or dynamic:

sf,i : ss,i (or sd,i). The failure threshold characterizes

the amount of friction and/or cohesion C at a given

position in the system and is quenched, but may vary

in space due to material heterogeneities. The thresh-

old for failing the first time in an avalanche is ss,i.

When a site i fails, it slips by amount Dui until its

stress is reduced to an arrest level sa,i at which level it

re-sticks. During failure the local threshold may

change to a dynamic level sd,i, which can be smaller

or larger than the static level, augmented by some

cohesion change DC in the case of brittle solids. The

total strength change is given by DC ? e, where

e = (ss,i - sd,i)/(ss,i - sa,i), DC = (Ci
initial - Ci

final)/

(ss,i - sa,i), and we assume that DC is zero for both

granular materials and plastic deformation. At the end

of each avalanche the dynamic friction levels reheal

to their static values ss,i, and in the case of brittle

solids there is also a gradual cohesion regaining that

depends on the ratio Q = (shear-rate/healing-rate).

The exact shapes of the distributions of ss,i,, sd,i, sa,i,

and DC do not affect the universal scaling results

reported below. In the following we set sa,i = 0 and

assume narrow parabolic distribution for ss,i. (e.g.,

FISHER et al., 1997; DAHMEN et al., 2009). The values

of sd,i are calculated from ss,i and e. For cases rep-

resenting brittle solids we assume that the reductions

of DC during failures are also taken from a narrow

distribution and are followed by gradual logarithmic-

type recoveries. In the next section we provide a

detailed algorithm for model calculations along with

various results.

Numerous earlier studies with the BZR model

version that corresponds to an earthquake fault have

shown that e acts as a tuning parameter of the

dynamics (e.g., FISHER et al., 1997; DAHMEN and

Figure 1
A solid with internal heterogeneities subjected to slowly increasing

shear loading produced by either tangential stress F or tangential

velocity V
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BEN-ZION, 2009). Situations with e[ 0 represent

dynamic weakening (BEN-ZION and RICE, 1993), cases

with e\ 0 represent dynamic strengthening (MEHTA

et al., 2006), while the limit value e = 0 corresponds

to a critical depinning transition (FISHER et al., 1997).

As illustrated in the next section, e turns out to be a

tuning parameter also in cases representing plastic

deformation and avalanches in granular materials.

The key role of e may be understood intuitively by

noticing that e[ 0 provides a positive feedback

during deformation, while e \ 0 is associated with

negative feedback. The former tends to produce for

ranges of conditions (see next section) localization of

deformation and quasi-periodic occurrence (i.e.,

coefficient of variations of recurrence intervals less

than 1) of system-size events following the charac-

teristic frequency-size distribution. In contrast, the

latter tends to produce distributed deformation and

frequency-size event statistics following a truncated

power law (DAHMEN et al., 2009, 2011). The limit

neutral case e = 0 is associated with a second-order

phase transition and leads to scale invariant responses

in space, time and energy/size domains (FISHER et al.,

1997; BEN-ZION et al., 2003; DAHMEN and BEN-ZION,

2009).

Another tuning parameter of the model is the

degree of conservation of stress transfer during

failure events quantified by a fractional dissipation

parameter (DAHMEN et al., 1998). A full conservation

can exist only in infinite elastic solids, while in

finite materials some fraction of the stress transfer

(that would have been distributed to the domain

beyond the material boundaries) is necessarily lost.

In cases corresponding to deformation in solids, this

also accounts for various forms of inelastic dissi-

pation. In a model version that corresponds to

granular material with a grain volume fraction

v (DAHMEN et al., 2011), the fractional dissipation is

given by (1 - cv). The degree of conservation of

stress transfer, or the related dissipation parameter,

is a second tuning parameter of the model dynamics.

Previous studies demonstrated that for realistic ran-

ges of parameters, with some dynamic weakening

and some dissipation of stress transfer, the BZR

model exhibits a mode switching response (DAHMEN

et al., 1998) involving spontaneous long-term fluc-

tuations between two types of behavior: relatively

quiet periods with power law distribution of small to

intermediate size events, and highly active time

intervals with clusters of large events following the

characteristic distribution.

A different set of studies on similar topics, with a

damage rheology model for coupled evolution of

earthquakes and faults, have shown that the nondi-

mensional number Q (= the ratio of time scales for

material healing to loading, or shear-rate/healing-

rate) also acts as a tuning parameter of the dynamics

(e.g., BEN-ZION et al., 1999; LYAKHOVSKY et al.,

2001). Situations with very large Q correspond to

systems with long memory of weakening phases

generated during brittle instabilities (consider, e.g.,

the limit case of no healing) and lead to localization

of deformation and the characteristic frequency-size

distribution. In contrast, situations with very small

Q (consider, e.g., the limit case of instantaneous

healing) have short memory and lead to sustained

generation of disordered networks of faults and

power law frequency-size event statistics. Interme-

diate values of Q produce a mode switching response

in which the fault zone structures and seismicity

patterns alternate, over long time intervals compared

to large earthquake cycles, between the forgoing two

modes of behavior. In our proposed phase diagram

for the dynamics of failure events in solids with

different rheologies and granular materials, Q plays

the role of the third tuning parameter.

3. Results

As mentioned, we distinguish between loadings

associated with imposed stress and velocity at the

edge of the model (Fig. 1). The former tends to

produce an accelerated failure process and localiza-

tion, while the latter will lead for a range of

conditions to a stable process and distributed defor-

mation. This is easy to understand from basic

considerations. Each failure event leads to increasing

stress concentration at the ends of the slipping zone.

Since constant stress boundary conditions inhibit

internal stress relaxation, a failure process under such

loading is likely to grow and become a system size

event, unless a negative rheological feedback e\ 0

with sufficient amplitude exists. In contrast, the

Vol. 168, (2011) Dynamics of Sheared Solids and Granular Materials 2225



growth of a failure zone under constant velocity

boundary conditions (constant displacement for slow

velocities and short times) is accompanied by internal

stress relaxation, which tends to promote a stable

process and migration of subsequent failures to other

locations, unless there is positive feedback e [ 0 with

large amplitude and long memory (slow healing). As

summarized by BEN-ZION (2008, Section 6), constant

stress boundary conditions provide appropriate load-

ing for studies concerned with the development of

through-going localizations and system-size events

(i.e., analysis of processes preceding large main-

shocks), whereas constant velocity or displacement

boundary conditions provide appropriate loading for

studies concerned with distributed relaxation pro-

cesses following system-size events (i.e., aftershock

sequences and other postseismic signals). Numerical

simulations of long deformation histories with many

cycles of system-size events should use mixed

velocity-stress boundary conditions, such as variable

boundary forces proportional to the slip-deficit

between the far field plate motion and displacement

at the boundary (LYAKHOVSKY and BEN-ZION, 2008).

In the following we first review results obtained

recently with two versions of the model corre-

sponding to plastic deformation in solids and

avalanches in granular materials. Then we present

simple generalizations that can provide a unified

explanation for key dynamical regimes of shear

deformation in solids and granular media under

different conditions.

3.1. Plastic Deformation of Solids Under Shear

In a discrete version of MFT with N lattice points,

the local stress at a lattice point is given by Eq. 3.

When site i fails, it slips by a certain amount Dui

resulting in a stress reduction sf,i - sa,i & 2GDui

where G * J is the effective elastic shear modulus

and the local strain is proportional to
P

m um. When

the stress increases slowly to a critical yield level Fc,

the solid responds with slip avalanches (strain steps)

of size S (potency per volume). The following

analytical results describe the micromechanics of

plastic deformation in solids subjected to stress and

velocity boundary conditions and having different e
values (DAHMEN et al., 2009).

3.1.1 Slowly Increasing Applied Shear Stress F

Zero weakening (e = 0, ss,i = sd,i): when the stress

approaches Fc, the system approaches a depinning

transition which has been studied previously in other

contexts (e.g., FISHER, 1998; RICHETON et al., 2005;

DIMIDUK et al., 2006; DAHMEN and BEN-ZION, 2009).

The local slope of the stress–strain curve (the

effective shear modulus G), is inversely proportional

(Fig. 2a) to the mean avalanche size hSi, i.e. it scales

as G� 1=hSi� ðFc � FÞð2�sÞ=r�ðFc � FÞ (FISHER

et al., 1997; DAHMEN et al., 2009). At the yield stress

Fc, the distribution D(S, Fc) of slip avalanche sizes

follows a universal power law D(S, Fc) * 1/Ss with a

universal critical exponent s = 1.5 (Fig. 2b). Below

but close to Fc, the distribution follows the same

power law up to a maximum size Smax * (Fc - F)1/r,

with a universal exponent r = 0.5. This is reflected

by the large S scaling form D(S, F) * 1/

SsDcut(S(Fc - F)1/r) with universal cutoff scaling

function Dcut(x) * A exp (-Bx) and non-universal

fitting constants A and B. Above yielding (F [ Fc) all

points keep slipping with a mean slip-rate that scales

as dhui=dt�ðF � FcÞb with a universal exponent

b = 1 (FISHER et al., 1997; DAHMEN et al., 2009).

These analytical predictions agree with simulation

results for dislocation dynamics (ZAISER, 2006; MIGUEL

and ZAPPERI, 2006; TSEKENIS and DAHMEN, 2010).

At Fc the slip-rate power spectra P(x, Fc) (i.e., the

absolute square of the Fourier transform of the time

dependent slip rate d
P

m um

� �
=dt) is expected to

scale with frequency x as P(x, Fc) * x-2 (Fig. 2c).

For F \ Fc the power law levels off at frequencies

below a cutoff xmin�ðFc � FÞmz
with mz ¼ 1. This is

captured by the functional form Pðx;FÞ�x�2fcn

ðx=ðFc � FÞÞ where fcn(x) is a universal scaling

function. The distribution of avalanche durations T is

expected to scale as DðTÞ� 1=TaDsclðTðFc � FÞmzÞ
with a = 2, mz ¼ 1 and Dscl(x) a universal scaling

function. For e = 0 the slip in the system is, on

average, distributed uniformly over the sample (duc-

tile deformation). Simulations of slip distributions in

related models (CHEN et al., 1991; MALONEY et al.,

2009) indicate that, on average, the individual slip

avalanches tend to be parallel to the shear direction.

The shapes of the slip distributions of individual

events are fractal and time histories of various
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quantities (e.g., average stress on fault and potency/

magnitude vs. time) are scale invariant (FISHER et al.,

1997; BEN-ZION et al., 2003).

Some weakening (e[ 0, ss,i [ sd,i): here the

deformation begins in a similar fashion but leads to

brittle failure. Starting from a relaxed state, the

material initially responds to an increasing shear

stress F \ Fc(e) with small avalanches, just like in

the e = 0 case. The yield stress Fc(e) is of order e
lower than the yield stress Fc for e = 0 (FISHER et al.,

1997). The events are nucleated randomly throughout

the system and thus lead in the initial stage, on

average, to a uniform strain across the sample as with

e = 0. The frequency-size statistics follow a power

law up to a stress dependent cutoff size

Smax� e�2SððFc � FÞ=eÞ: The power law distribution

is DðSÞ� 1=SsDwðSðFc � FÞ1=r; Se2Þ, with the same

values s = 1.5 and 1/r = 2 as in the zero weakening

case. At FcðeÞ � Fc � OðeÞ; however, the material

breaks in brittle failure, i.e., the slip suddenly

localizes in a system spanning avalanche that forms

a narrow weakened failure or ‘‘fault zone’’ (Fig. 3).

This is consistent with the expectation of CHEN et al.

(1991) based on a similar model. The shear modulus

just before failure is G * O(e). In this case the

system undergoes a discontinuous (first order) tran-

sition at Fc(e). We note that MFT may not capture

correctly the detailed behavior in the brittle case just

before localization when the dislocation density is

very high in the localization region. Clarifying these
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“ductile” deformation
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Figure 2
Analytical results on plastic deformation in solids with stress boundary condition and zero dynamic weakening (e = 0). The dislocations are

distributed in the volume and the overall mode of deformation is ductile. a Stress–strain curve as the shear stress is increased to the critical

value Fc. The red circle denotes a critical (second order) depinning transition. b Frequency-size statistics of dislocation avalanches (inset in

a) as the shear stress increases to Fc. c Power spectra of time histories of dislocation avalanches at different stress levels (DAHMEN et al., 2009)
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details will be the subject of future numerical work.

After the system spanning fracture avalanche took

place, continuous slip can be maintained (Fig. 3) at

stresses that are O(e) less than the yield stress Fc(e).
Slip hardening (e\ 0, ss,i \ sd,i): as in MEHTA

et al. (2006), hardening can be incorporated in the

following way: if a site slips, the failure threshold of

all other sites is either increased by an amount

proportional to ej j=N; or equivalently, the stresses at

all cells are reduced by an amount O(e/N). Micro-

scopically, this may correspond to the creation of

dislocation pairs in the bulk that reduce the overall

stress. This regime also corresponds to generation of

dislocation entanglement, so that higher stress than

in non-hardening systems is needed to trigger

further events (LAURSON and ALAVA, 2006). From

the general discussion of hardening in ZAISER (2006)

we conclude that |e|/N is proportional to the

hardening coefficient h of the material. In this case,

for slowly increasing shear stress F from the relaxed

state, the system first responds again with small

avalanches like in the e = 0 case. During a transient

regime, their size distribution D(S, F, e) follows the

power law 1/Ss (with s = 1.5) up to a cutoff size

that increases with F. For larger stresses, hardening

effects come into play and the system crosses over

into a ‘‘steady state’’ regime with a power law

distribution of avalanche sizes that is cut off at

maximum size Smax * 1/e2, i.e. D(S, F, e) * 1/

SsDh(Se2) with universal exponent s = 1.5 as before.

Dh(x) is another universal scaling function. The

slope of the stress–strain curve (Fig. 4a) scales as

G� 1=hSi� ej j: In this regime the strain-rate power

spectrum P(x, F, e) scales as P(x, F, e) * 1/x2 for

high frequencies, with a low frequency cutoff

xmin * e, i.e., the scaling form is given by

P(x, F, e) * x-2Ph(x/e) where Ph is a universal

scaling function. In the hardening regime, just as in

the case for e = 0, there is no slip localization, and

the cumulative effect of all randomly nucleated

avalanches is a distributed deformation of the solid.

As illustrated in Fig. 4b, the discussed results are

consistent with high-resolution observations of slip

avalanches in hardening plastic regime (DIMIDUK

et al., 2006).

3.2. Boundary Conditions of Tangential Velocity

With this type of boundary conditions, the mean

field theory of the model becomes exactly as found

earlier for a model version corresponding to a single

pre-existing fault. The response for e = 0 and full

conservation of stress transfer consists of power law

distribution of event sizes and all other results

discussed above for the critical depinning transition,

including scaling functions, exponent values, and

fractal slip histories (FISHER et al., 1997). With some

weakening e [ 0, the slip distribution become

st
re

ss
 

Fc

∼ ε

strain

Stress-strain curve (brittle)
first order depinning transition 
and slip localization

D(s) ~ S-1.5

Smax ~ ε-2

Stress boundary condition with weakening (ε>0)

Figure 3
Analytical results on plastic deformation in solids with stress boundary condition and weakening (e[ 0). Here the deformation localizes and

the overall mode of deformation is brittle (DAHMEN et al., 2009)
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compact, the events follow standard scaling relations

for crack-like ruptures and the frequency-size statistics

follow the characteristic earthquake distribution (BEN-

ZION and RICE, 1993). For a range of parameters with

some weakening and some dissipation of stress trans-

fer, there is mode switching with spontaneous long-

term fluctuations between time intervals with ‘‘under-

shoot’’ response and truncated power law statistics, and

time intervals with ‘‘overshoot’’ response and the

characteristic distribution (DAHMEN et al., 1998). For

cases with hardening e\ 0, the response consists of

slip events with power law frequency-size statistics

and aftershocks (MEHTA et al., 2006). For conditions

near the critical point (e = 0 and no dissipation), the

MFT potency/moment rate during a failure event

(i.e., ‘‘source time function’’), averaged over all

events with the same duration, is a parabola of the

form Ax(1 - x). The average potency rate of events

with the same final potency follows the exponential

function A1x exp (-Bx2/2). In these expressions, x

stands for time rescaled by the total duration or

moment, as appropriate, and A, A1, B are non-

universal constants (MEHTA et al., 2006).

3.3. Deformation of Sheared Granular Materials

The results discussed in the previous sections can

also be used to understand, with some modifications

~ s-1.5

s

D(S) ~ S-1.5

D(T) ~ T-2

P(ω) ~ ω-2

Etc.

distributed 
deformation

strain 

st
re

ss
 slope ~ 1/<S> 

~ hardening coef. ~ε

Agrees with 
experiment

Stress boundary condition with hardening (ε<0)a

c b

Figure 4
Analytical results on plastic deformation in solids with stress boundary condition and hardening (e\ 0). The dislocations are distributed in the

volume and the overall mode of deformation is ductile. a Stress–strain curve for increasing shear stress and model predictions (for statistics of

event sizes (S), duration (T), power spectra P(x) of frequency (x) corresponding to the regime indicated by the arrow). Etc. stands for

additional scaling predictions for this regime derived in DAHMEN et al. (2009). b Observed frequency-size statistics showing the number of slip

events of a given size on a log–log plot in high resolution experiment of nominally plastic deformation (From DIMIDUK et al., 2006). Power law

scaling over more than two orders of magnitude is exhibited for both a single sample approximately equal to 20 lm in diameter (open circles

and dashed line fit) and the aggregate data from several samples (solid circles and solid line fit)(DIMIDUK et al., 2006). c Observed shear-stress

versus shear-strain curves for Ni samples in high resolution experiments of nominally plastic deformation. The labels in boxes indicate sample

diameters (From DIMIDUK et al., 2006)
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and appropriate mapping of variables, different

dynamic regimes of shear granular media. At high

grain volume fraction v, the grains are densely packed

and the coarse grained system resembles a solid with

randomly located voids, while at low v the system has

fluid-like behavior. In DAHMEN et al. (2011) it is

shown how the MFT of a coarse grained lattice model

that includes such voids can be mapped onto the MFT

version of the BZR earthquake model analyzed

earlier. The mapping indicates that the volume

fraction v in the model for granular materials is

directly proportional to the stress conservation

parameter in the earthquake model. In other words

the parameter (1 - cv), with c = J/(J ? KL) close to

1, plays the same role as the stress dissipation

parameter of DAHMEN et al. (1998). This stress

dissipation parameter determines the fraction of a

stress drop during a slip event that is redistributed to

reload other regions in the granular medium.

The above mapping leads to the following results

on the response of shear granular materials (DAHMEN

et al., 2011). For e [ 0 and m[ m*(e), the MFT

predicts the mode switching discussed in the previous

section. The non-universal transition point

m* (e) = 1/(1 ? e) and the mean durations between

consecutive mode switching events depend on details

of the system (DAHMEN et al., 1998). The slip

avalanche locations are randomly spread throughout

the bulk of the granular medium, as seen in granular

simulations (AHARONOV and SPARKS, 2002, 2004) and

experiments (HARTLEY, 2004). For loosely packed

grains (m\ m*(e)), the mode switching disappears and

the model predicts small avalanches, decreasing in

size with decreasing volume fraction m. This regime is

similar to the ‘‘fluid’’ phase seen in experiments and

simulations of granular materials at low volume

fraction (AHARONOV and SPARKS, 2002, and references

therein). In the simulations, the power spectrum (the

absolute square of the Fourier transform) P(x) of the

shear stress on the wall was found to be white noise

in the fluid phase. The analogous quantity in our

model is the power spectrum of the time series of

stress on the moving boundary. The model also yields

white noise P(x) * x0 for m\\ m*(e), further

confirming the agreement between the simulations

and our MFT results. The MFT predicts universal

scaling exponents and scaling functions near the

critical point e = 0 and cv = 1, as in the earlier

versions of the model (FISHER et al., 1997; DAHMEN

et al., 1998). The source time functions of the

avalanches near the critical point are predicted to

have as before, on the average, parabolic and

exponential shapes for event sizes measured by

duration and moment, respectively (MEHTA et al.,

2006).

3.4. A Unifying Phase Diagram for Shear

Deformation

We now attempt to provide a general treatment

for material deformation under shear. The goal is to

have a framework that may be tuned to describe

different dynamic regimes and different types of

deforming materials, from granular media to dam-

aged brittle and plastic or hardening solids, and

possibly even to porous solids. One basic difference

between solids and granular materials is the presence

of cohesion C: solids have cohesion (C [ 0) that

provides strength (nonzero elastic modulus and

frictional resistance) under tension. Granular materi-

als have no cohesion to first order (C = 0) and hence

no strength under tension. It is also important to make

a distinction between cracks and voids. The former

are internal surfaces with reduced cohesion, which

produce stress concentrations, and hence tend to

promote further failures at the crack tip. In contrast,

voids are internal volumes that are devoid of material,

and hence tend to diffuse stress concentrations and

suppress the continuation of failures.

Crack generation in solids is associated with a

cohesion drop DC ¼ ðCinitial
i � Cfinal

i Þ=ðss;i � sa;iÞ
[ 0, while crack healing leads to cohesion regaining.

Slip avalanches in granular materials usually have no

cohesion change DC = 0. Dislocation events in

plastic deformation also have no cohesion change

since they do not increase the internal surface area.

Porous solids under shear can form compaction bands

with associated hardening (WONG et al., 2001; BAUD

et al., 2004). Though different in nature, this

hardening is expected to have somewhat similar
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effects on the avalanche dynamics as an increase in

cohesion (DC \ 0) would have. At high pressures

porous solids can also respond with cataclastic flow

that is similar to deformation of granular materials.

While crack extension tends to produce weakening

and localization, distributed damage around a grow-

ing crack (i.e., process zone) and in the bulk may

allow for small amounts of slip along the cracked

surfaces. As a result, similar to voids, distributed

damage leads to some relaxation of the stress

accumulation while a crack is growing.

Crack healing can occur on short timescales of

minutes to hours through inelastic yielding at

geometrical asperities across surface areas that are

in contact (DIETERICH and KILGORE, 1996; JOHNSON and

JIA, 2005; WU et al., 2009; BEN-DAVID et al., 2010).

On the other hand, the healing of voids requires

mineral deposition and is associated with longer

timescales (e.g., HICKMAN and EVANS, 1992; CHESTER

et al., 1993; BRUHN et al., 1994). This allows for

separation of timescales in the dynamics associated

with evolution of cracks and voids. In the model

discussed below we assume the grain volume fraction

m remains unchanged over short to moderate time-

scales, whereas the cohesion C over contact areas can

evolve. Combining these considerations with previ-

ous model results (FISHER et al., 1997; DAHMEN et al.,

1998, 2009, 2011; BEN-ZION et al., 1999, 2003;

MEHTA et al., 2006) we propose a dynamic phase

diagram for sheared solids, granular materials, and

porous solids with three basic ingredients that serve

as tuning parameters: (1) the strength-change param-

eter e, (2) an effective void fraction (1 - cv) that

controls the effective porosity or distributed damage

and the related degree of dissipation of elastic stress

transfer during spontaneous failures, and (3) the ratio

Q (=shear-rate/healing-rate) that governs the effective

healing of cohesion drops DC during brittle failures in

solids under ongoing loading. Below we describe the

algorithm for the extended version of the model that

has the added concepts of a long-term cohesion drop

DC with slow material re-healing and the parameter

Q, starting for completeness with the simpler early

version. We then present a summary of analytical

model results obtained with MFT for different

dynamic regimes and different types of materials.

3.4.1 Basic Model Algorithm with Short Term

Weakening Described by the Tuning Parameter

e (but in the Absence of Voids (m = 1)

and Cohesion Drops (DC = 0 and Q = 0))

Initially the system is in a stable state with random

local stresses si. The algorithm for the slip avalanches

in mean field theory is as follows:

1. Each site i remains stable (stuck) as long as

si \ sf,i, where sf,i is a random local failure stress that

can be static or dynamic: sf,i : ss,i or sd,i. The

threshold for failing first time in an avalanche is ss,i.

This initial static failure stress ss,i is quenched and

randomly distributed in the lattice according to

narrow parabolic distribution. As mentioned, the

exact shape of the distribution does not affect the

scaling behavior.

2. The stress at each site is slowly increased (by

the moving boundary or increased stress there), until

one occupied site i reaches its failure stress s = sf,i.

This starts the clock to measure the avalanche

duration. One failure event takes a time Dt = 1.

3. The failing site i slips by an amount

Dui ¼ ðsf ;i � sa;iÞ=ðJ þ KLÞ, i.e., it slips until si is

reduced to its random arrest stress sa,i and it then

resticks.

4. The failure threshold of the slipped site is

reduced from its static value sf,i = ss,i to a dynamic

value sf,i = ss,i - e(ss,i - sa,i) where e is the strength

change parameter.

5. The stress drop Dsi : (sf,i - sa,i) leads to a

stress increase at all the other sites j = i by an

amount Dsj = J/N(sf,i - sa,i)/(J ? KL). The total

redistributed stress is then
PN

j¼1 Dsj ¼ ðsf ;i � sa;iÞJ=
ðJ þ KLÞ ¼ cðsf ;i � sa;iÞ with c � J=ðJ þ KLÞ: For

large systems KL * 1/L \\ J, c & 1 so the redis-

tributed stress is approximately equal to the original

stress drop (sf,i-sa,i).

6. During the next time step of duration Dt = 1,

all occupied sites j with new stresses sj ? Dsj [ sf,j

are slipped simultaneously and their stress drops

are redistributed to the other sites following the

rules in steps (3)–(5). The momentary slip rate of

the system is the sum of all simultaneously

occurring slip displacements Duj divided by the

duration of the slip event Dt = 1. This slip rate is
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also called the potency (or moment) rate at that

time interval.

7. Step (6) is repeated until there are no more

occupied sites exceeding their failure stresses, i.e.,

the avalanche has ended.

8. The failure stresses of all sites i are reset back to

their static values: sf,i = ss,i. The total duration T of

the avalanche is the sum of all time steps Dt = 1 for

all failure episodes during the avalanche. The ava-

lanche duration clock is reset to zero. The total size

S or the potency of the slip avalanche per unit failure

area is defined to be the sum of all slip displacements

Dui that took place during the avalanche.

9. The algorithm returns to (1) with a slow

increase in stress due to the boundary conditions until

a new avalanche is triggered.

3.4.2 Algorithm in the Presence of Voids

and the Effective Porosity (1-cv)

As discussed above, both solids and granular mate-

rials can have variable amounts of voids and/or

distributed cracks associated with ‘‘porosity’’ or

‘‘damage’’. This is accounted for by the parameter

(1-cv) where v is the volume fraction occupied by

undamaged material and the geometrical factor c & 1

for large systems. In our model v corresponds to the

number fraction of occupied sites in the lattice

(DAHMEN et al., 2011).

3.4.3 Extension of the Algorithm to Include Cohesion

Drops DC and the Persistence Parameter Q

In order to account for long term cohesion changes in

solids under brittle deformation, we assume that

during brittle failure the local threshold changes to a

dynamic threshold sd,i = ss,i - (e ? DC) (ss,i -

sa,i). Here DC (ss,i - sa,i) quantifies the dynamic

cohesion drop in the case of brittle solids, while

e(ss,i - sa,i) describes the shorter term strength

change (e.g., frictional weakening) of the original

algorithm. This means that at the end of each

avalanche the dynamic strength changes due to the

term e(ss,i - sa,i) reheal to their static values as

before. However, it takes longer to reheal a cohesion

drop DC(t), so between avalanches the new failure

threshold (for brittle solids) is now given by

sf,i = ss,i - DC(t)(ss,i - sa,i) with slowly healing

(decreasing) |DC(t)(ss,i - sa,i)|. Laboratory experi-

ments and field studies show logarithmic rehealing

with time to the original threshold strength for wide

ranges of materials and conditions (e.g., DIETERICH

and KILGORE, 1996; MARONE, 1998; JOHNSON and JIA,

2005; PENG and BEN-ZION, 2006; WU et al., 2009).

The logarithmic rehealing of the cohesion intro-

duces a new time scale into the model that sets a

physical scale for the external shear rate. Large

Q (shear-rate/cohesion-healing-rate) means that the

cohesion reduction DC persists much longer than the

duration of an avalanche and the time between

avalanches, so the system obtains a long term memory

of prior slips. This typically leads to localization

effects (e.g., BEN-ZION et al., 1999; LYAKHOVSKY and

BEN-ZION, 2009). On the other hand, small values of

Q mean that the cohesion drop reheals quickly and

there is no effective long term memory of earlier slips.

If the cohesion drop DC completely reheals between

avalanches (i.e., Q = 0), then its effect on the

avalanche statistics can be absorbed into the param-

eter e. This is the case both for cohesionless granular

materials and for dislocation slips in solids, since in

both cases no long-term cohesion drop is involved.

3.4.4 Results from Mean Field Theory

Figure 5 and Table 1 summarize the results obtained

for the generalized model with MFT. The Q = 0

plane of Fig. 5 corresponds to granular materials

(C = 0) and plastic deformation. The region Q [ 0

(DC [ 0) and e [ 0 corresponds to cracking brittle

solids. The pink section corresponds to hardening

solids. Finally, Q \ 0 (DC \ 0) may correspond to

highly porous solids where brittle instabilities lead to

rapid strengthening (creation of compaction bands)

that may be followed by slow progressive weakening.

As before, we assume the system is large so that the

geometrical factor c & 1. Detailed derivations for the

cases with DC = 0 can be found in FISHER et al.

(1997), DAHMEN et al. (1998, 2009, 2011) and MEHTA

et al. (2006). As described next, the generalized model

provides quantitative results for a broad range of

phenomena including different types of event statis-

tics, predictions for scaling of source time functions,

localized and distributed structures, and a change of
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behavior from undamaged elastic medium to damaged

solid and granular material as the microscopic tuning

parameters are changed. The entries in Table 1 show

that the analytical model predictions are consistent

overall with available laboratory and field observa-

tions and results of numerical simulations. A more

detailed description of the results for different sections

of the phase diagram is as follows:

Q = 0 (DC = 0) and Constant Strength e = 0: In

the limits e = 0 and cv = 1, mean field theory pre-

dicts power law avalanche size distributions. This

point describes plastic deformation as well as granular

deformation in the very dense limit. As shown in

FISHER et al. (1997) and later related works, near this

point the distribution of avalanche sizes S has

the scaling form D(S, v, e) * 1/ssDw(S(1 - cv)1/r0,

Se1/r00), where S ¼
P

i Dui is the total slip during the

avalanche. The numerical values of the universal

scaling exponents (s, r0, r00, a, t0, t00, z) for this and the

following scaling forms are all given in the first col-

umn of Table 1 and its caption. The distribution of the

durations T of the avalanches scales as D(T, v, e) *
1/TaD1(T(1 - cv)m

0z, Tem
00z) and the power spectrum of

the time trace of slip rates during avalanches is

P(x, e, m) * x-1/rmzPh(x/em
00z, (1 - cv)/er/r0), where

Dw, D1, and Ph are universal scaling functions (DAH-

MEN et al., 2009, 2011). There are additional scaling

functions that can be extracted from slip rate data. As

mentioned in Sect. 3.2, the MFT source time function

averaged over all avalanches with the same duration is

a parabola, while the source time function averaged

over all avalanches with the same potency/moment

follows an exponential form (MEHTA et al., 2006;

PAPANIKOLAOU et al., 2009).

Q = 0 and Weakening e[ 0: For the case cv = 1

and e [ 0 it has been shown that mean field theory

predicts quasi-periodically recurring abrupt large

failure events with smaller (spatially distributed)

events in between following overall the characteristic

distribution (e.g., FISHER et al., 1997; DAHMEN et al.,

1998). This is confirmed by numerical simulations

with 3D elastic stress transfer (BEN-ZION and RICE,

1993; BEN-ZION 1996; BEN-ZION et al., 2003). For

e [ 0 and cv* \ cv \ 1, mean field theory predicts

mode switching between power law and characteris-

tic behavior, and for m\ m* mostly small avalanches

occur (DAHMEN et al., 2011) in a fluid like behavior of

the granular medium for Q = 0, where cm* : 1/

(1 ? e). Similar mode switching behavior has been

seen in simulations and experiments with granular

media in the solid regime (AHARONOV and SPARKS.,

2004; HAYMAN et al., 2011), in simulations with a

continuum damage rheology model (BEN-ZION et al.,

1999; LYAKHOVSKY et al., 2001), and possibly in long

records of localized earthquake fault zones (MARCO

et al., 1996; AMIT et al., 2002).

Q = 0 and Strengthening e \ 0: For dislocation

slip avalanches in solids (i.e., m = 1 and

Figure 5
Phase diagram with different dynamic regimes and different

material types as a function of three key tuning parameters. The

diagram includes transitions from solids to granular materials

(Q = 0, C, DC = 0), from solid-like to fluid-like granular behavior

(volume fraction v ? 0), from crystalline solid to porous solid

(increasing the effective porosity (1 - cv) for Q [ 0) and from

delocalized to localized deformation (increasing the effective

‘‘longevity’’ or persistence Q of the cohesion drop DC [ 0 from 0

to ?). The values e = 0, 1 - cv = 0, Q = 0 correspond to a

critical point. Hardening solids (e\ 0) show delocalized deforma-

tion even for effective porosity 1 - cv [ 0 with power law (PL)

event statistics having e-dependent cutoff. Porous materials are

expected to be associated with Q \ 0 (corresponding to a

hardening DC \ 0)
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Q = DC = 0), in some cases there is threshold

strengthening (e \ 0) in hardening materials due to

energy absorption via processes like dislocation

entanglement (MEHTA et al., 2006). To model this

situation in MFT, when a site fails the failure

thresholds of all other sites are strengthened by an

amount that is proportional to e/N. It has been shown

that for solids the amplitude of e\ 0 is proportional

to the hardening coefficient of hardening plastic

materials (DAHMEN et al., 2009). After a failure ava-

lanche is finished the thresholds may slowly reheal

(weaken) back to their original strengths. For slow

enough rehealing the model leads to aftershocks as

also seen in earthquake data and experiments. The

scaling forms above apply in this case to the after-

shocks as well. The Omori aftershock law, dn/

dt * 1/tp, for temporal evolution of the number n of

events, emerges with p = 1 (Table 1) if the rehealing

is logarithmic in time (MEHTA et al., 2006). In hard-

ening materials the deformation is distributed over

the entire sample (DAHMEN et al., 2009). For Q = 0

all avalanche events are expected to nucleate at ran-

dom positions in the bulk, i.e., the deformation due to

slip is not localized along given fault zones.

Q ? ? (with DC [ 0): In such cases the slip

events are expected to take place on localized weak-

ened fault zones. This is because for infinitely slow

healing (Q ? ?) the weakened cells have a perma-

nently lowered failure threshold, and the same mean

field analysis as in DAHMEN et al. (2009) indicates that

as the system is reloaded failures tend to occur again

in the same ‘‘fault zone’’. In this case the MFT will

simplify to the description of the events on the

weakened fault plane, as in FISHER et al. (1997) and

DAHMEN et al. (1998). Since the MFT has no concept

of spatial location, it renders the same scaling results

for event statistics on a single fault of slips distributed

throughout the bulk of a 3D material. This is the

reason that in Fig. 5 the phase diagrams in the two

planes for Q = 0 and for Q ? ? look essentially the

same, except that Q = 0 refers to the case with dis-

tributed deformation while Q ? ? describes the case

where the slips are localized to a narrow fault zone.

The two ‘‘end member’’ cases Q = 0 and Q ? ? can

thus be treated analytically with the same mean field

analyses discussed above. The situation gets more

complicated in the crossover regime 0 \ Q \?.

Since the MFT has no concept of space, it cannot be

used in the same form to describe a slip-localization

transition as a function of Q. New analytical approa-

ches and/or simulations will be needed to clarify the

details of this crossover regime. However, based on

our results and those of other frameworks we can map

certain expectations for this regime as done next.

Expectations for the Crossover Regime

0 \ Q \?: Assuming that there is not too much

disorder in the system, one expects for large Q that

once a system-spanning fault of weakened sites

develops, almost all slip takes place in this long-term

weakened zone. This process is seen in simulations

with damage rheology as the development of a local-

ized earthquake fault zone (e.g., BEN-ZION et al., 1999;

LYAKHOVSKY et al., 2001; LYAKHOVSKY and BEN-ZION,

2009). When the stress is released due to slip on such a

localized fault zone, it relaxes much of the stress in the

bulk as well. As for Q ? ?, in this case the original

version of the BZR model developed for a single fault

zone can be used to describe slip evolution on the

weakened fault zone with approximately undamaged

solids on both sides. Therefore, in this case the same

scaling behavior is expected as in the Q ? ? case. For

example, as indicated in Fig. 5, for large values of

Q the same event statistics is expected (with mode

switching in a certain parameters range) as was origi-

nally derived for a localized fault zone (FISHER et al.,

1997; DAHMEN et al., 1998). The region of intermediate

values of Q is expected to contain a disorder-dependent

‘‘localization’’ transition for the damage that should be

analyzed in future studies. As mentioned, simulations

of coupled evolution of earthquakes and faults in a

regional crustal model governed by damage rheology

indicate that for a certain range of Q values there will

also be mode switching between quasi-periodic statis-

tics for events localized on a weak fault zone and

power law statistics of delocalized events in the bulk

(BEN-ZION et al., 1999; LYAKHOVSKY et al., 2001).

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Understanding the dynamics of material deforma-

tion under shear has important implications for many
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natural and man-made systems. In experiments, field

observations and simulations, slowly sheared materi-

als have been seen to respond with jerky slip events

over broad ranges of scales. This holds for dislocation

slip avalanches in crystals (e.g., ZAISER, 2006),

granular materials (e.g., JAEGER et al., 1996) and

earthquakes in the Earth’s crust (e.g., TURCOTTE, 1997).

As discussed in previous sections, under certain con-

ditions the distributions D(S) of total slip-event sizes S,

D(T) of event duration T, and the power spectrum P(x)

of the slip rate at frequency x, are all described by

power laws over two to several decades with universal

exponents (s, a, and 1/rtz) that are shared by an entire

class of different materials independent of their

microscopic details. Also, both earthquake and dislo-

cation slip events often have aftershocks (i.e., small

slip events triggered shortly after larger ‘‘main-

shocks’’) following the Omori law with decay

exponent p * 1 for earthquakes (e.g., UTSU et al.,

1995). It is important to emphasize, however, that

power law (PL) behavior is only seen under certain

conditions. For example, relatively straight sections of

earthquake faults and some granular materials can also

display quasi-periodically (QP) recurring large events

with only small slips in between following together the

characteristic earthquake/event (CE) distribution, or

mode switching between time intervals with PL dis-

tributed slip sizes and intervals with CE statistics, and

not all earthquakes have aftershock sequences (e.g.,

STIRLING et al., 1996; JAEGER et al., 1996; DANIELS AND

HAYMAN, 2008; Sections. 2 and 4.3 of BEN-ZION, 2008,

and references therein).

Many separate approaches have been employed to

study the avalanche-like response of solids and

granular materials under different conditions (see

introduction). However, a model that can be used to

analyze, within one framework, different dynamic

regimes of plastic and brittle deformation of solids

and behavior of granular media is lacking. In this

work we have used key governing variables (e, m, Q)

to generalize previous results obtained with three

variants of the BZR model for dynamic of seismicity,

dislocation avalanches, and granular avalanches. The

results enable us to construct a unifying dynamic

phase diagram (Fig. 5) for the response of solids and

granular materials under shear loadings. Increasing

the effective porosity (1 - cm) in granular materials

corresponds to tuning the behavior from solid like to

fluid like. Increasing the value of (1 - cm) in solids

tunes the system from a dense crystalline solid to a

damaged solid. Tuning the cohesion and cohesion

change correspond to transitions between solids and

granular media. The parameter Q (shear-rate/cohe-

sion-healing-rate) [ 0 describes the longevity or

persistence of the cohesion drop DC between brittle

failures in solids. Changing this parameter modifies

the response from delocalized deformation as seen in

granular materials or ductile solids (for DC = 0,

Q = 0), to localized deformation (for DC [ 0,

Q � 1) as seen in brittle solids that develop weak-

ened fault zones. Both Q and m are parameters that

reflect properties of the microstructure. The third

tuning parameter, the dynamic strength-change e, is

an effective parameter that is expected to depend on

the microstructure (m and Q) and other properties such

as the presence of lubricants.

Table 1 summarizes the types of behavior and

scaling exponents for statistics of slip avalanches for

(1) our MFT model predictions, (2) experimental and

simulation results on deformation of granular mate-

rial, (3) experiments, simulations and observations in

solids sustaining plastic deformation (with disloca-

tion slip avalanches), (4) seismicity in the Earth’s

crust, and (5) damage model for brittle deformation.

The table shows that all five classes exhibit the same

variety of dynamic regimes and, more importantly,

the available scaling exponents from all classes are

consistent within error-bars. The agreement between

the critical exponents predicted by our model and

those of experiments and observations suggest that

the MFT approximation captures the fundamental

aspects of the underlying physics. The results imply

that the proposed unified framework can be used to

study self-consistently a wide range of phenomena in

solids sustaining irreversible brittle and plastic

deformation and in sheared granular materials.

The unified framework may be used to analyze,

with additional model developments, the evolution-

ary processes that lead to solid-granular transitions in

the final stages of the approach to brittle instabilities,

and to slower transitions of states in the intervals

between large events and in the long-term dynamics

of systems under shear deformation. Such results may

include new predictive signals on the evolution of
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various fields (e.g., stress, strain, material properties)

and observables (e.g., acoustic emission and micro-

seismicity) in space, time and size, which may help

forecasting approaching instabilities and other

dynamical transitions. The discussed model predic-

tions have been tested so far only in a limited way.

The entries in Table 1 with question marks indicate

quantities for which (as far as we know) there is lack

of observational testing. Systematic high resolution

observational tests with laboratory and field data,

reflecting different values of e, m and Q, will provide

fundamental information on the validity of the pro-

posed unifying model. The nature of the transitions

between the various types of materials and cross-

overs between different dynamic regimes are subjects

of continuing theoretical work.
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